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Transform Your Business with Oracle Cloud Solutions by MiCORE

Why Choose Oracle Cloud?

For organizations facing challenges to be faster, more agile, transparent, and cost efficient,
MiCORE provides a comprehensive portfolio of cloud services and best practices designed
to help achieve operational excellence.

Join top organizations like Avaya,
Skanska, and Kellogg’s in using the
Oracle Cloud Platform to transform
your business.

MiCORE’s Oracle Cloud Solutions give clients the power and freedom to decide how their
cloud solution is deployed, leading to the implementation of a cloud environment that is
uniquely tailored to their business requirements and plans for growth.

• Reduced ongoing expenditure for
Oracle Support (Cloud vs. Legacy)

MiCORE’s Oracle Cloud Center of Excellence
At the heart of MiCORE’s cloud services is the Cloud Center of Excellence, where our experts
are hard at work building out services, solutions, and best practices that help companies
move their environments to the Oracle Cloud. The specialists in our CoE are currently
focused on developing:
•

Tools and accelorators for easier cloud adoption

•

Business Intelligence (BI) and Analytics in the cloud

•

Enterprise data management in a hybrid cloud environment

•

“Lift and Shift” architecture best practices

•

...and more!

Companies using the Oracle Cloud
report benefits such as:

• Improved agility for test and
development cycles
• Ability to burst into the cloud
during times of high demand and
peak data use, thus reducing
day-to-day Oracle footprint
• Reduced OPEX related to physical
infrastructure costs
• Improved speed and scalability

Areas of Expertise
As an Oracle Cloud Center of Excellence, MiCORE has specialized expertise in implementing and supporting a variety of cloud use cases.
Some of the most popular use cases our experts have supported include:
Dev Ops. Deploy better software - faster - and in the cloud.
BI Cloud Services. Extend your analytics with the power of
Oracle Database, in the cloud.
Exadata Cloud Services. Oracle’s highest performing and
most available infrastructure, with the cost-effectiveness and
scalability of the cloud.
Test / Dev. Develop, test, and collaborate on new versions
of applications in production-grade virtual data centers with
whoever you like, whenever and wherever you like.

Sandbox Environments. A secure and safe environment to
validate new 12c features and emerging data sources for
ever-growing BI developments.
Disaster Recovery. Ensure high availability, exhaustive
protection, and disaster recovery for mission critical data.
Lift and Shift. Replicate in-house Oracle applications in the
cloud - no redesign required.
Backup and Archive. Eliminate expensive on premise storage
with capacity on-demand.
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MiCORE’s Cloud Service Offerings
Partner with our team of cloud experts to create, test, deploy, and manage a successful cloud solution and achieve end-to-end cloud
enterprise modernization.

Cloud Readiness
Assessment

Cloud Solution Planning
& Value Analysis

Cloud Implementation
& Migration

Cloud Support
Services

Every new cloud initiative kicks
off with a comprehensive Cloud
Readiness Assessment.

Above all, the cloud is a business
decision. What is the financial
impact for your company?

Reduce the risk and complexity
of moving to the cloud with help
from our migration engineers.

Maintain optimum performance,
security, and scalability of your
cloud solution.

• In-depth assessment of
business and technical
components

• Evaluate current Oracle
license inventory

• End-to-end architecture,
planning, and governance
guidance

• 24x7x365 monitoring

• High-level portfolio discovery
• Analysis of capabilities and
resource gaps
• Identify opportunities for the
cloud and where to start
• High-level strategy and
recommendations for how to
approach cloud computing

• Deliver a concise picture of
how cloud computing may
benefit your business goals
• Roadmap for how to
transform operations and
extract greater value from
existing resources
• ROI/TCO Analysis and
Business Plan development
• Assistance in quantifying ROI
and benefit realization

• In-depth portfolio discovery
and rationalization
• Design cloud architecture
and deployment roadmap
• Build, install, and configure
cloud infrastructure
• Safe migration of data and
applications into the new
cloud solution
• Training and skills transfer

• Security Monitoring
• Proactive Support: Feature
enhancements, performance
tuning, and patching
• Upgrade and configuration
management
• Reporting and Application
Maintenance
• Incident management and
troubleshooting
• Documentation and
roadmapping

Take Charge of Your Data
MiCORE’s Oracle Cloud Solutions and related services focus on how to effectively manage
and draw meaningful insight from the growing universe of organizational data. Using a
customer-centric approach, MiCORE delivers the cloud strategies needed to successfully
navigate the enterprise data challenges of today while building a solid strategy for success in
the data-driven future.

Contact the Cloud Computing Experts at MiCORE today
Call or email to get started with a Cloud Readiness Assessment!
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